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Storage virtualization will be the hot topic for 2002.
Realizing that open systems interoperability has
been late to the storage world, vendors are beginning

to announce virtualization strate-
gies, architectures and products.

There seem to be many different
definitions of what virtualization
means, as well as how to design
systems to provide this feature.

This article will take a close
look at what virtualization means
for this very first phase of a new
way of looking at storage.

A DEFINITION OF
STORAGE VIRTUALIZATION

What does virtualization mean?
Ask any number of vendors and
you will get that many definitions
for what they think their products
will deliver under the virtualization
banner. However, there is a com-
mon agreement that storage needs
to be as open and interoperable as
computing and networking has
been for years.

Virtualization begins with a
layer of abstraction that hides the technical details of the
storage. Servers requesting logical drive storage no

longer need to understand technical intricacies such as
drive geometry, topology, striping, or protocol. Servers
simply request logical disk storage of a specific size,

and optionally, the level of
protection and performance
required. Virtualization makes
it easier to access, manage and
grow storage.

THE BUILDING BLOCKS
OF VIRTUALIZATION

You can find solutions for
storage virtualization at all
levels: software within the host
server, firmware in the switches
that connect servers to storage,
and certainly within storage
controllers and systems. A num-
ber of features designed into the
product are the building blocks
that provide virtualization.

Heterogeneous storage sup-
port consists of the ability to
manage storage from different
vendors. This entails an under-
standing of the vendor-added
technology to provide bridging

access for common access to all storage. The result is a
mix-and-match environment for all storage.

What does virtualization
mean? Ask any number of
vendors and you will get
that many definitions for

what they think their
products will deliver under
the virtualization banner.

However, there is a
common agreement that

storage needs to be as open
and interoperable as

computing and networking
has been for years.

S torage virtualization is a powerful concept for storage. It provides the basis
for opening up proprietary storage designs as well as adding storage features

across vendor boundaries. It benefits enterprises with lower costs of ownership
while providing a single image of storage for the enterprise. Its framework for
future storage innovations makes it an ideal platform.
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Multiple protocol support is required in
order to access storage built around different
interface technology. This includes SCSI and
Fibre Channel as well as upcoming standards
such as iSCSI, InfiniBand, 3GIO, and others.
Virtualization is not complete without the
ability to interconnect storage using different
technologies to provide interoperability
across all of the storage.

Another required feature is standard
Storage Area Network (SAN) services for
all storage. This includes zoning, masking
and partitioning. Zoning groups of storage
devices permits data access and sharing and
prevents accidental access to storage in
other zones. Logical Unit Number (LUN)
masking provides further data access pro-
tection by providing each server with access
only to specific storage. This is important
when servers and storage share ports that
would normally allow indiscriminate
access. Lastly, partitioning allows different
servers to share storage without conflict.

VIRTUALIZATION-ENABLED
FEATURES

Once a virtualization engine is in place,
enhanced storage features are available for
the storage domain, including data analysis,
authentication, compression, encryption,
re-routing, and replication.

Mirroring is the first feature that virtualiza-
tion provides. The virtualization engine
inspects server-issued write data and for des-
ignated volumes, performs the write while
also writing a copy to another volume. You
can repeat this process of re-issuing the writes
to duplicate volumes as often as desired to
provide N-way mirroring. Mirrors provide the
basis for high availability and point-in-time
copies that are used for offline backups.

A cascaded mirror is an extension of
basic mirroring. Any mirror may be the
source for another mirror; in essence, a mirror
of a mirror. This provides the benefit of
minimizing data stream impact on the pri-
mary source volume.

Remote mirroring is an extension of the
basic mirroring feature. By capturing write
traffic, the virtualization engine transmits
the mirror writes to a remote virtualization
engine for writing to the remote volume
attached to the remote virtualization engine.
Remote mirroring is a key component in
disaster recovery solutions.

If the virtualization engine is designed as
a distributed storage management system,

then it becomes a peer-to-peer network
storage manager. All remote storage can be
combined into a single distributed network
of storage and is now viewed as a single
storage domain.

BENEFITS OF STORAGE
VIRTUALIZATION

The first benefit of storage virtualization is
the elimination of vendor-added storage lim-
its and boundaries. Each vendor’s storage
forms part of an overall storage pool. Servers
request storage from this pool without using
special drivers or protocols. This allows the
management, growth and access of all storage
without regard to its vendor origins.

The next very real benefit of virtualization
is the single administrative interface that
manages the entire storage domain. Instead of
one GUI system per vendor (and more often
than not, one GUI per product) there is a sin-
gle GUI to the collection of storage. There is
savings on all fronts: less administrative
resources dedicated to storage management,
changes in storage vendors do not force
changes in the administrative interfaces, less
training and maintenance required, and lastly,
growth is often easily managed with a single
administrative interface.

Data centers often have a number of
storage vendors serving storage needs
across multiple enterprise applications.
Virtualization provides the ability to consol-
idate the storage under one administrative
umbrella. This provides another benefit:
preservation of investment. Upgrades no
longer mean replacing one storage system
with another. All storage systems — both
old and new — are used.

Virtualization with its ability to replicate
data provides significant benefits in the
backup process. With online backups, the
stress on online systems slows both the
online application as well as the online
backup. Mirroring, in the form of a point-in-
time mirror, eliminates the need for online
backups by using offline backup methods.
Another server uses the mirror to execute
the backup. This saves time and resources
that an online backup normally consumes.

Building computing environments to sus-
tain outages will use mirroring as protection
against storage faults and contingencies.
Mirrors provide duplicate copies of data as
well as alternate path access to data in the
event of a primary volume failure. Remote
mirroring furthers higher availability goals

by replicating mission-critical data to
remote sites for fail-over access in the event
of a primary site outage.

THE FUTURE OF VIRTUALIZATION

With storage component design becoming
more “open” to virtualization, additional
features will be developed for the next wave.

Virtual storage volumes will be able to be
created on the fly using available storage
resources. Today, a volume is created from
a collection of drives contained within a
storage system. Tomorrow’s storage volume
will be created using available storage frag-
ments across multiple storage systems.
These composite LUNs will span storage
systems and even storage locations.

Conversely, large volumes may be sub-
divided into smaller volumes for storage-on-
demand purposes. This further eliminates the
need to access a specific storage system using
a specific vendor’s storage access software.
Simply specify the storage required and allow
the virtualization engine to determine the
optimal configuration for the server.

Another feature that virtualization pro-
vides is the ability to dynamically expand
and contract the size of a volume. This elim-
inates the downtime that is normally required
in situations where applications have run out
of disk space and need to upgrade storage.

Other future features that virtualization
provides is the ability for administrators to
specify storage policies. This begins with
size, performance and data protection levels.
The next step is to enforce user storage limits,
service levels and storage costs. Lastly,
enterprises will want to manage storage as
an asset with designated policies.

SUMMARY

Storage virtualization is a powerful concept
for storage. It provides the basis for opening
up proprietary storage designs as well as
adding storage features across vendor
boundaries. It benefits enterprises with
lower costs of ownership while providing a
single image of storage for the enterprise.
Its framework for future storage innovations
makes it an ideal platform.
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